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Australian Geographic, 23/11/12.  The residents of  Alice Springs have sighted plenty of small flocks of budgies in recent months. Now, reports of flocks 

between 10,000 and 60,000 strong, darkening the skies over local water sources, have been confirmed.  Budgies normally travel in flocks of around 100, but 

they have been breeding prolifically over the last few years due to good rain. 

Editorial 

Seasons Greetings to you all.  Breeding season reports from around the country appear to be 
indicating a poor breeding season for many, including pairs that are just not interested at all 
and many infertile eggs from those that are laying, also casualties of both adult birds and 
young chicks. It is very frustrating when things go bad, but with support and advice from      
experienced successful members and/or Veterinary assistance I am sure a lot of these problems 
can be overcome. More on this latter in the Bulletin. 

There are several subject topics in this issue of the Bulletin that I am sure will become a         
conversation piece around the country with people expressing their own opinions to one        
another—having a moan, agreeing, having a laugh and maybe even a red face or two!  Either 
way, feel free to also share your opinions and ideas at BS meetings, via NZBS Facebook page 
and in this, the Bulletin .  

Remembering that the words said, content posted or items published is that of the individual 
and not necessarily that of the  Editor or the NZ Budgerigar Society. 

Guidelines for Bulletin contributions is that the writer may use a nom de plume for publications 
if they wish, but must provide his/her actual name and contact details to the Editor before any 
document is considered for publication.  

Although I want the Bulletin to be an open, honest and transparent publication, It must not   
become damming to any individual. I see little wrong with constructive criticism so that the 
hobby can learn and move forward, but we do need to also give credit where credit is due, so I 
welcome positive contributions as well please.  

For the record, any article without an obvious acknowledgement, name or  nom de plume is, 
and has been, the work of yours truly the Editor.  

I would like to take this opportunity to say thanks for the positive feedback I have received 
about the Bulletin during 2012, and I look forward to providing more informative publications 
in 2013.  They will include information and articles received during 2012 that have not yet   
featured in a Bulletin.  Thanks again and I wish everyone a happy and safe festive season. 

 

Jason Walker. 
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Presidents report 

Its Christmas time already and the breeding season is in full swing, I hope that everyone has a few show winners 

already on the perch.  We have had a good start to the season so far but as usual the best looking pairs are the worst 

breeders, still we have over one hundred chicks so far with a couple of months to go. The hobby is a great outlet for 

all of your creativity and it needs us to all pull together without any of the personal conflicts and cliques that are 

trying to break it apart. You need to remember that for all of us to benefit from it we need to support it whole    

heartedly and not follow personal agendas that weaken the membership or the income that the club needs to provide 

the support and training that you expect. We have had a few hiccups in the past with our judges training and we are 

working at getting the system back on track.  You need to also take advantage of the opportunity to learn from the 

Australian judges that are coming to the national next year, these judges give you a great opportunity to get        

impartial views on your birds and as they are paying their own way for travel it comes at minimal cost to the society, 

it is important to support these offers as it helps pull us together as a truly international hobby and gives us         

information on how our birds compare with overseas standards. The opportunities for reciprocal overseas judging 

appointments exists for judges meeting the qualifying criteria and able to pay their own travel costs so if you are 

planning a trip that coincides with shows it pays to think about contacting the society. So I hope that everyone has a 

safe and happy Christmas and new year and you are looking forward to the next show season. Remember for the few 

of you who have tried the cheaper alternative rings that have been available that your birds are not able to be shown 

in CYCR classes and the suppliers of the rings are not providing any support or  sponsorship for your hobby, our 

primary income for the  society comes from membership and ring sales so it is essential that we have your support .        

Yours in the hobby,      

Tony. 

COUNCIL CHATTER. 

 Brand New Hall of Fame Initiative: 

It is with real pleasure that the Council announces the roll out of the Budgerigar Society of New Zealand HALL of FAME.   

Sincere thanks must go to Jason Walker for his hard work on the initial proposal for this initiative. The first inductees will be 

honoured at the 2013 Annual General Meeting of the Society and thereafter at all subsequent AGMs where there are new    

members for induction. The full details on the Hall of Fame will be published in a later Bulletin. 

 

2013 Patronage Show: 
Your Council is delighted to have accepted Dunedin Bird Club’s generous offer of hosting the 2013 BS Patronage Show. A lot 

of work has been undertaken already by the Club and we look forward to a most successful event. We hope that many of you 

will start planning now to be there for this important Show in the calendar. See further details on Page 15. 

 

Guidelines regarding Judges for National and Budgerigar Society Patronage Shows: 
As a result of the considerable feedback to Council regarding the pros and cons regarding overseas judges and the value, or   

otherwise, they bring to the NZ Show season, the Council has discussed and decided upon the following recommendation. All 

Clubs hosting Shows or considering so doing in the future, from the 2014 Show season onwards, must note that the Society  

recommends that the National Show be a Show that NZ judges can aspire to judging at. The Budgie Society Patronage Show is 

a show that the organising Club can invite overseas judges to officiate at, if this is deemed desirable by the hosting Club.  

The Council appreciates the concerns expressed by a number of judges and breeders alike and hopes that this clarification will 

provide clear guidelines to assist Clubs as they plan for all future Shows. If Clubs or members have any questions about this 

please do not hesitate to contact the Secretary. [sheryl@barons.co.nz]. 

 

Budgie Rings: 
The Council wishes to ensure that every breeder intending to show birds as CYCR in all Shows, understands that only Budgie 

Society rings can be used. Any birds without rings or with a non BS ring must be shown as an AA entry.  

All judges will be required to adhere to this ruling when judging and wrongly entered birds will be disqualified as in wrong 

classed situations. If you need more rings for your next rounds or need to order your first set of rings there is a small supply left 

from the Ring Registrar [ingoe@xnet.co.nz]. 

 

Bank Account Details: 

Every Membership Form now has the bank account details for the Society clearly indicated on it so that all members can now 

pay their membership and ring order payments online. 
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Hi All, 

Re: Aussie judges. 

Just a quick note. I assume this Bulletin is a forum for opinions, so I’d like to share mine. I’m a little 
concerned at the amount of faith we’re putting into Australian judges. In this country we have judges 
of various quality, not just in budgies, but in other sections also. I’ve heard comments like “I won’t 
show under that judge” & such like, yet we know these judges. However, we’re appointing overseas 
judges as senior judges at our premier shows & we don’t know anything about them. “Oh but they’re 
from Australia” you say, but does that make them superior to our top judges? I hear that the best bird 
at the Patronage show didn’t perch during judging nor did it do so on the Sunday. This doesn’t make it 
a poor bird, but surely an Aussie judge would know that a bird needs to be on the perch at an angle of 
30deg to the vertical? After all, we do use the ANBC standard, both pictorial & written. It’s just an 
opinion, but I think we’re putting a bit too much faith in those guys, while at the same time telling our 
guys that they aren’t good enough. What do you think? 

Regards.  Phil Hill. 

Reply by Jason Walker.    

As a member, exhibitor and Judge, I am happy to be the first responder to this topic. 

You are not alone in your thoughts Phil, and good on you for expressing yourself diplomatically in 
this forum. Too often we have people saying things but few are prepared to put anything in writing 
as you have done. I think some people like others to be ‘their voice’ so to speak, or are just afraid that 

there will be a negative knee jerk reaction if they were to express their opinions and thoughts that 
might ruffle feathers – pardon the pun!  I can tell you that at the Budgerigar Society meeting held at 

the 2012 Grand National in Christchurch, the general consensus on this very topic you have now 
raised was very similar to what you are saying! 

Over the years I have tried to keep a very open mind regarding the use of overseas judges.                   
I have exhibited, judged and stewarded under several of them and have had my share of wins and 
losses along the way. Having said that, I would have to agree that too much emphasis (for too long 

now) has been put on appointing Australian Judges to judge our various shows.   

Also, the way in which Australian Judges are being selected leaves a lot to be desired and appears to 
be nothing more than an array of returning favours reciprocally for only a selected few. 

 If it is really deemed necessary to have Australians appointed to judge in NZ on a regular basis,  
then it may need to be mandatory that this becomes a lot more reciprocal for all NZ Judges to have 

the opportunity to judge in Australia at a show equal to that of what Australians are invited to judge 
at here in New Zealand.  

I came to the conclusion quite some years ago that the majority of the overseas judges who have   
officiated at our shows over the years are no better at selecting class winners or major award      

winners than any New Zealand Judge.   

What I did say in their favour (or to their credit) was that the only real advantage they have over us 
as Judges is their knowledge of rarer varieties – simply because we do not have a lot of those          

varieties here, therefore our knowledge in that arena is going to be limited, I stick by that.   

Some may say “but the Australian judges training system is much more comprehensive and better 
than ours”.  My response would be “Is it really, when they are taught that they only have to sight the 

bird on the perch once to judge it”.   Come on New Zealand, let’s get realistic. 
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Obituaries from UK & Australia .  

Doug Sadler—UK. 

Doug Sadler will always be a very prominent name throughout the world of Budgerigar enthusiasts, and 

was known personally by a few of our own members. In fact, there were a number of quality Sadler birds 

imported to NZ in the 90’s and some of those bloodlines are still being successfully used to this day – 

you may even have some of these lines yourself. 

Bob Bourke – Australia. 

 Bob was said to be a quiet achiever and one of nature’s gentlemen. He was very involved at club 

level and instrumental as Colour & Standards Coordinator for the ANBC, prior to becoming their        

National Secretary/Treasure. I have no doubt that some of our members have had the pleasure of    

meeting Bob during their travels to Australian shows. 

It seems that nearly every Bulletin I have compiled during my time as Editor has included an obituary section, which is sad. 

So in an attempt to put more of a shine on things, the Secretary has agreed to furnish me with a list of any new members, to 

publicly welcome them aboard. This probably should have been happening before now, but better late than never. 

Setting up from scratch—how big, how expensive, how important? 

Our hobby may still be considered comparably cheap when compared to some other extreme hobbies 
like motor sport etc. It was once referred to as the poor mans hobby but that 
can not really be said anymore.  

It is easier for those of us who are already established in the hobby, but lets 
think for a moment about the new members or those setting up again after a 
period of time away. 

To set up from scratch can be very expensive, so for those of you who are  
setting up, I would like to offer some words of encouragement and hope that 
fellow members will also take on board what is being said. 

Do not be put off by extravagant set-ups that other members may have, as keeping up with the Joneses 
so to speak need not even come into the equation of having a successful stud of Budgerigars – now isn’t 
that a nice reality for a change! 

For many years several Best in Show winners have been produced in modest and practical                    
establishments throughout New Zealand. Take for example the late Eric Heller for instance. Your typical 
average NZ working class man (a freezing worker in fact) with a very modest breeding room no bigger 
than that of a small garden shed comprising of no more than perhaps 12 breeding cages.  

Yet this gentleman consistently produced outstanding birds second to none.  

Also do not be fooled into believing that you must have a large number of birds at any one time to be (or 
become) successful – as again this is not a prerequisite to success. 

A lot of money can be saved in these two areas alone. If you have a practical set up that suits the birds 
then that is the most important thing in maintaining a healthy and happy stud of what could very easily 
become one of New Zealand best ever. 

Hand in hand comes the price of birds. Do your homework and choose wisely who to buy from.  

Be prepared to pay ‘good’ money for good birds but do not be lured into buying lesser quality birds for 
the same ’good’ money. No matter how good a stud is, there will always be lesser quality birds among 
them that should be reflected in the asking price.   

So what should be the expected price of birds, you may ask?  

That depends on many things but as a starting point, cast your mind back to your local pet store and the 
prices they charge and the quality of bird they sell! Compare that to what you are being offered and the 
pedigree and history that comes with buying birds from reputable NZ breeders.  Some members have no 
‘wriggle room’ when it comes to pricing, while others are prepared to satisfy the buyer more by             
negotiating prices as opposed to having a set price.   

Auctions on the other hand are a completely different story—it seems that the sky is the limit at times! 
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“Exhibition Budgies Need Personality” 

By Warren Kilmister. 

Over a good number of years I have worked with and employed people of diverse character and 
personality. Repeatedly I hear the media making derogatory comments about many top    
sporting achievers such as; Michael Shoemaker, Roger Federer, Grant Dalton or Danyon   
Loader. They say these people are difficult to interview and appear to have as much personality 
as a wet fish or a blown light bulb! By failing to understand what makes these people tick, the 
media make themselves look stupid and uninformed. In fact their misunderstood lack of          
so-called personality is the very trait that makes them so successful. 

Basically there are two types of personality character traits, described as “Type A” or “Type B” 
personalities. Occasionally there are people who are a mixture of both but this is not common. 

The comparison between some of our highest achievers such as Chris Amon, Danny Hulme, 
Bruce McClaren and also Jack Brabham is the ultimate example of the “Type B” personality 
trait. When comparing the personalities of these men we find they are like peas in a pod, or 
mirror images. As I have met two of these men personally their similarities are uncanny. Were 
it not for their “Type B” personalities it is most unlikely they could have achieved what they did. 
Quite simply, studies have proven that “Type B” people have a more even temperament, are 
quieter, more deliberate when speaking and have much greater concentration powers for long 
periods. They are not easily distracted and don’t loose focus from the task at hand. Often this is 
mistaken to be overly serious by others. “Type B” people are deeper thinkers and their mental 
assessment of situations is usually very “Black & White” and factual. 

Now “Type A” people (and we all know some of them) they are extroverts, excitable, loud,      
unpredictable and easily distracted while doing anything. “Type A” people generally don’t like, 
or succeed at individual sports or activities. Being alone is not their forte with their fizzy nature 
and “perceived” greater personality; even through this is often a shell they surround themselves 
with. 

So where is the Budgie connection you say! Well, I for one would be extremely happy if all my 
show team were “Type B” personalities. How great it would be if our show birds would sit still 
for long periods and blow their heads all Saturday and Sunday. They would never get a fright or 
jump off the perch when the Judge pokes them with a stick or waves the paper work in front of 
them. A Budgie able to concentrate on impressing the Judge and stay on the perch for at least 
two days would be just great! 

The birds that constantly climb the cage front and destroy themselves are obviously “Type D” 
personalities – “D” for damn annoying! 

Conclusion: Breed birds with “Type B” character traits. Now there’s a real challenge. 

 

Editors Note:  Thank you Warren for this article. I hope members (new and old alike) will now have a 
better understanding of the importance of “Type B” personalities in exhibition budgerigars!  

It is achievable, as was very evident in your two birds that took top honours at the 2012 Rotorua 50th 
Jubilee Show. Both birds were an absolute pleasure to judge because they did portray that “Type B” 
personality you have written about. True all round show birds - well done. 
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Budgerigar body language. 

The relaxed and contented will be chattering a constant variety of sound which 

may vary in volume from barely audible (soothing) to a pitch that will be heard over 

the radio. 

The frightened will screech loudly and its feathers will have a flattened             

appearance with eyes alert in readiness to fly away to safety. 

The distressed and nervous will look thinner than normal, hold its wings away 

from its body and appear to be panting or breathing hard with beak open, including 

closing the eyes for brief periods of time. This could be the result of being scared or 

just too hot. Birds in this state may even regurgitate seed expelling it some distance 

with a timely shake of the head. 

The alarm/warning call is best described as a sharp ‘tssst tssst’ sound which is 

an immediate message to others of a stop what they are doing and fly to safety. 

The defensive budgerigar will defend itself or others with an annoying continual 

squawk aggressively protrude its feathers of the head and tail regions, and if in 

contact a hard bite will often endure. This is the birds natural self defence         

mechanism and is normally more ferocious by hens than cocks with the bite     

sometimes resulting in the drawing of blood. 

The courtship or mating indicators include a more vigorous activity including 

flight pattern and hard tapping of the beak on objects, rising and lowering the    

feathers on its heads, a change in call tones, dilated eyes and mating attempts upon 

other birds or aviary objects including perches. Hens are more inclined to chew at 

wooden aviary components more than usual and may be seen sitting in the mating 

position with back severely arched, head back, tail up and eyes dilating.                

Regurgitation of seed is sometimes another indicator. 

The tied will often be seen to yawn and the normal sleeping position is by        

burying its head under its feathers and standing on one foot. 

The ill may yawn a lot, blink eyes slowly, sleep a lot, be fluffed up and lethargic, 

not eat or continually appear to be eating. A soiled vent is also a sure sign of ill 

health. 

The deceased is motionless and is normally found laying horizontal causing 

very little commotion to the remaining flock.    LOL. 
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Quarantine of New Birds Hamish Baron BSc 

 
What does quarantine of a new bird mean? Quarantine is the separation and isolation of all new birds and all 
birds returning from a show, from all other birds on the property. All new birds should be quarantined to prevent the 
introduction of new infectious diseases to the other birds already in the owners’ home or aviary. Those which have 
been at shows should be kept isolated to prevent aerosolised disease being bought back into the aviary.  
 
What type of separation is needed? Any new birds should be kept in a separate location to all the other birds. If 
the birds are outside they should be placed in a cage as far as possible away from all the other birds – if possible 
this should be in a different airspace. 
 
What period of quarantine is needed? Quarantine should be a minimum of six weeks. If any of the birds becomes 
sick during this time, the quarantine period should be extended by a further six weeks. 
 
What signs are looked for during quarantine? Any birds that appear fluffed up, are not eating or that have any 
nasal or ocular discharge should be examined and treated by an avian veterinarian before introduction to the flock. 
Any birds showing signs of feather loss or abnormal colouration of cere of faeces during this time should also be 
examined and treated where possible.  
 
What other precautions should be taken? Any birds in quarantine should be fed and their cages cleaned after all 
the other birds have been fed and cleaned. All seed and other waste should be removed and disposed of. 
 
What type of examination and treatment are necessary? Before quarantine, the bird should be weighed and its 
general health checked by the aviculturist. The birds should be examined and treated for mites and lice as well as 
being wormed at the beginning and end of the quarantine period. 
 
What simple veterinary checks can be performed by an avian veterinarian? For valuable birds, examination by 
an avian veterinarian is a good idea. The general health of the bird can be examined; this should include             
microscopic examination for worms, Macrorhabdus (megabacteria) and motile protozoa. The bird can be tested or 
treated as a precaution for Chlamydia (psittacosis). Any birds that die in quarantine should have a post mortem. 
 
Will all the diseases be detected or treated during the quarantine period? The majority of treatable problems 
will be detected during the 6 week period.   However, several diseases, especially some viral diseases with long 
incubation periods will not be detected and cannot be treated, so it is sensible to observe birds closely whilst in 
quarantine to prevent the introduction of these viruses. 
 
 
So then, how many of us do this and how practicable is it, especially for the exhibitor of Budgerigars?  

Irrespective of individual opinion, we all have an obligation to look after our birds to the very best of our ability and 

to the highest standards practicable. If any member thinks otherwise then perhaps they are better off trading in their 

Budgies for Pet Rocks. 

Over a period of time, but this year in particular, there appears to be many members out there who are struggling to 

breed sufficient numbers by comparison to how long they have had their birds paired up for, and the number of 

chicks successfully raised and on the perch. This is very frustrating for them and the thought of having Pet Rocks 

begins to appeal! 

To help successfully rectify this very evident problem, we all need to apply the quarantine procedure a lot more  

vigorously. Including the possibility of having our birds physically and scientifically tested, feeding regimes checked 

and aviaries inspected by nominated professionals. Then, dependant on the findings, sufficiently manage and or 

medicate for any identified health issues that may be prevalent thus causing poor breeding results and other       

dilemmas. We all need to be responsible to help prevent any possible epidemic within Budgerigars and any other 

bird species.  

The NZBS may even be able to look into some interventions and ways to help make this more or a reality for     

everyone to achieve sooner rather than later. Including the possibility of having an accreditation given to studs who 

have taken sufficient steps in doing so and who achieve a clean bill of health so to speak.  

This in itself would give buyers and sellers more piece of mind, will help to silence the critics, and birds could even 

come with a guarantee of sorts seen like never before. 

In my opinion this can only result in a win-win situation for all, including our friend the Budgerigar. 

 

Jason Walker. 
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Budgie Internal Organs & Digestion. 
Here we have an image of a parrot. It is not actually a budgie but the details are the same 
so we can use it to explore the budgie internal organs, and get a better understanding of 

our budgies and how they function. By Toni Poad of Tauranga. www.budgie-info.com 

Here is a brief description of budgie internal organs and their uses:  

cloaca - the organ used to excrete waste and to transfer semen during mating. 

coracoid - an important bone, part of a structure vital to flight. 

crop - a simple sack that holds the food your budgie has swallowed until it is passed slowly down to 

be digested. 

duodenum - the first part of the small intestine, helps digest food. 

ear - yes, its an ear... for hearing with... 

gizzard - a tough walled, muscular sack that fills with small stones/insoluble grit. Once the food 

reaches here it is crushed and rolled around with grit until it is broken down enough to be passed 

into the intestines for absorption. The gizzard does the same job for your budgie that your teeth do 

for you. 

heart - pumps the blood around, just like yours does. 

kidney - carries out many vital functions including removing waste and toxins to be excreted as 

uric acid. 

liver - a vital organ that has many functions including producing hormones, and bile for digestion. 

lung - transfers oxygen from the air into the blood stream. 

oesophagus - the tube that carries the food from the budgies mouth to its crop.  

pectoral muscles - the large chest muscles used to flap the wings. 

proventriculus - a glandular part of the stomach that mixes digestive enzymes with the food     

before it enters the gizzard. 

ribs - surround the birds chest to protect the important organs such as the heart and lungs. 

small intestine - continues the digestion of food and absorbs most of the nutrients from the food. 

testis - produces sperm. 

tongue - used for tasting and manipulating food... and toys! 

trachea - the tube that carries air to and from the lungs whilst breathing. 

ureter - carries uric acid from the kidneys to the cloaca. 

vas deferens - a tube for transporting semen from the testes to the cloaca during mating. 

vent - external parts other cloaca, effectively the same organ. 
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….Continued from previous page.  

 

Budgies wakes up in the morning, do a yawn and one of those cute one legged one winged stretches then hop 
on over to have breakfast. Or, the flock awakes in the grasslands of Australia and flits down to the ground to 
tuck into some yummy grass seeds. The question here is, What really happens to that breakfast?  

Budgie digestion starts with the beak and tongue (red on diagram above) when the budgie picks up a seed, 
manipulates it in its mouth and peels off the outer hull. Once that is done it swallows the seed and drops the 
hull. 

Once swallowed the seed travels down the oesophagus (pale orange) and into the crop (yellow). The crop is 

a storage facility, it does not digest the food. In the wild budgies have to eat while they can and may have to 
race off away from predators at any moment. If they had to chew each piece of food before eating the next 

they would probably go hungry. With a crop they are able to eat a lot of food without having to process all of it 
at once. They can fill their crop then fly off somewhere safe to digest their food at leisure. 

You can see your birds crop when it is full, it causes the lump on the front of your budgies chest, often sagging 
off to one side more than the other. 

The crop releases small amounts of food into the rest of the digestive tract to be digested. That means the bird 
can receive small amounts of energy and nutrients all through the day as required. 

As the food is released from the crop it passes into the proventriculus (blue). This is the first part of a birds 
stomach. This part of the stomach is glandular, meaning it has glands that release substances in to the    
stomach. It releases digestive juices to begin breaking down the food. It is also here that budgies produce 
'crop milk', a liquid that is fed to baby budgies. 

So the food is now mixed with digestive juices and begins to breakdown. It passes out of the first part of the 

stomach and into the second part, called the ventriculus or gizzard (green). This is a muscular organ that 
crushes the food up with the digestive juices into a fluid mass. The gizzard contains pieces of grit that the bird 
has eaten to assist the crushing.  

There is some disagreement on whether budgie digestion requires grit. I will share my views but you will have 
to decide what you think is best for your bird! Birds that eat whole seeds rely on stone grit to crush up the 
seeds as the muscles alone struggle to do this. However birds that hull their seeds, like budgies, have less   
requirement for stone grit. I believe that grit should be available regularly but do not think budgies need it all 

the time. I know of budgies that filled themselves up with stones and died, so would suggest offering the grit 
once a week or two for a day. 

To add to the confusion surrounding grit there are two sorts of grit to consider. The type used in the gizzard, 
and discussed in the previous paragraph, is insoluble grit. This is usually small pieces of stone and cannot be 
dissolved in the digestive tract. As these pieces of grit are slowly ground up they pass through the budgie and 

are lost so do need replacing occasionally, hence the offering of stone grit every now and then. 

The second type of grit is soluble grit. This is usually pieces of crushed oyster grit, or similar. These are largely 
made up of calcium. They pass into the gizzard and are crushed over time, enabling the budgie to absorb the 
calcium. This is an important source of nutrients for your budgie and should be offered regularly, and at all 
times when breeding. Soluble grit is not suitable for crushing seeds like the insoluble grit and so is not a    
suitable replacement for stone grit. 

Anyway, now that we have digressed lets return to budgie digestion! The seeds have now been crushed up 
and thoroughly mixed with the digestive juices and are ready to pass into the small intestine (brown). The 

first part of the small intestine is called the duodenum. This is where extra fluids such as bile and enzymes 
are added to the food mix to assist digestion. These breakdown the food so that the proteins, fats, sugars etc 
can be absorbed by the small intestine and passed into the blood stream to be transported to where ever they 
are needed. 

Once this is completed the remains of the food are passed to the cloaca and out of the bird as droppings. You 
will notice your budgie has droppings with two parts. The brownish or green bit is the faeces, the unused food 
from the intestines. The white paste is uric acid, the equivalent of our urine. This is produced by the kidneys 

as they filter waste out of the blood stream, and passed down the ureter and to the cloaca. 

Birds have a very fast metabolism, to produce the energy they need to be so active and to fly. This means the 
food is passed through the digestive tract much faster than many animals, including us. A seed eating parrot 
like budgies can digest their food in about three hours. 

 

So that is budgie digestion, from tongue to cloaca in three hours!  
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WANTED to BUY. 
Any Budgerigar paraphernalia, in particular any of the ‘All About Series’ of books 

by Roy Stringer & Fred Wright.  Please contact the Editor. 

Show Cage Carrier Bags.  Phone Carol Hughes on (06) 323 5456 or 027 4998540. 
 

Opalines as they should be. 

Although this is a very old illustration of two Opaline Budgerigars 
(by 1960’s artist R.A Vowels) it does clearly depict the correct   

variety characteristics of the ideal Opaline, i.e. Clear ‘V’. 

This should not be forgotten when breeding, exhibiting and  

 judging this variety.   

Please also refer to the BSNZ written descriptions. 

    

Personalised Ring Number/Codes Issued 2012.Personalised Ring Number/Codes Issued 2012.  

  

        HA HA   ANDERTON HANDERTON H      B2B2  BALDWIN LBALDWIN L  

        HBHB  BARRON H&SBARRON H&S      BBBB  BERGE BBERGE B  

        D2D2  DUSTON H&CDUSTON H&C      F3F3  FECK EFECK E  

        KJKJ  FENTONFENTON        BSBS  FLINTOFF B&SFLINTOFF B&S  

        MNMN  FREEMAN MFREEMAN M      F7 F7   FULLER MFULLER M  

        GIGI  GAMBLE/INGOEGAMBLE/INGOE      GBGB  GRAHAM T&SGRAHAM T&S  

        G2G2  GREEN RGREEN R        G3G3  GRINTER T&RGRINTER T&R  

        G5G5  GYDE&SULLIVANGYDE&SULLIVAN      H3H3  HAYWOOD G&LHAYWOOD G&L  

        H1H1  HELLER/HANNANHELLER/HANNAN      PHPH  HILL PHILL P  

        J1J1  JOHNSTON P&SJOHNSTON P&S      K1K1  KILMISTER WKILMISTER W  

        DEDE  LOURENS DeLOURENS De      JMJM  MITCHELL JMITCHELL J  

        NMNM  MOORE NMOORE N        N1N1  NEWMAN DNEWMAN D  

        PEPE  PERRY MPERRY M        P1P1  PRICE GPRICE G  

        PRPR  RENWICK PRENWICK P      R4R4  RICKERBY KRICKERBY K  

        R2R2  ROGERS RROGERS R        S6S6  SWAIN RSWAIN R  

        RTRT  TAYLOR RTAYLOR R        T1T1  TONKIN NTONKIN N  

        T4T4  TUTBURY T&RTUTBURY T&R      W1W1  WALKER N&J&JWALKER N&J&J  

        WMWM  WHEELER MWHEELER M      W3W3  WILKES JWILKES J  

        TWTW  WILLS  TWILLS  T        Z1Z1  ZIARNO JZIARNO J  

We don't ship pets (yet), but we ship the rest. 
Small or large items, furniture & vehicles shipped nationwide.  

Free online quotes, no account needed.  
Visit: www.shipmytrade.com 
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Jayne Mansfield in Hackney England, 1949.  
Invited to hand out awards for the Best   
Budgerigar & Foreign Bird Competition.  

GALLERY 

This picture was taken around the late 60’s and was during a street parade in the city of Upper Hutt. 

When was the last time your club or society went public like this?   

Noel Walker & Neville Jones celebrating the Walkers first ever 

Grand National BIS win at Masterton in 1986.  Neville (right) 

was the then Secretary of the NZ Budgerigar Society. 

These are Budgerigar Harnesses that were advertised for sale on Trade Me >>> 

Maybe it’s the new training aid and answer for the 21st Century Budgerigar 

Exhibitor! Or perhaps we should do away with show cages altogether and walk 

our budgies around an arena instead, much like a dog show!!   

Training could consist of a leisurely Sunday afternoon stroll around the block!!!  
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Budgerigar Society Patronage Show 2013  

Venue: Forbury Park Racecourse, Dunedin  

Date: May 18th & 19th 
  

Judges  

Champion A/A - Keith Flockhart 

Champion CYCR - Dave Ingoe 

Novice A/A - Tony Grinter 

Novice CYCR - Rosemary Tutbury 
  

The format of the show will be slightly different to the Open Judging that has been used in the 

previous years for the BS Patronage Show.  Each Judge has be paired up with another Budgie 

Judge to act as their steward. 

Agenda 

Judging to be completed by 12pm 

Judges Lunch 12-12.30pm 

Novice Birds 12.30 - 1.15pm 

Champion Birds 1.15 -2.00pm 
  

The Dunedin Club has kindly allowed the BS to have all Budgie Exhibitors present at the show 

from 12.30 at which time the 2 Novice Judges will walk through their section's explaining their 

Judging and answering any questions that exhibitors may have.  

The process will also happen with the Champion Judges at 1.15pm. 
  

Auction Registration 2.00pm - 2.30pm 

Auction 2.30pm - 4.30pm 

Meal  6.30pm 
  

Sunday 9am AGM (including inductees to the Hall of Fame) 
  

The prize list will be: 
  

Best Bird Open (New BS Cup) 

Best Bird CYCR (New BS Cup)  
  

Champion Open 

1st, 2nd & 3rd for each of the 15 Varieties 

Champion A/A 

Top 5 Birds 

Top 2 Hens 

Champion CYCR 

Top 5 Birds 

Top 2 Hens 
  

Novice Open 

1st, 2nd & 3rd for each of the 15 Varieties  

Novice A/A 

Top 5 Birds 

Top 2 Hens  

Novice CYCR 

Top 5 Birds 

Top 2 Hens 
  

For all enquiries regarding the show including the Meal, and Accomodation please contact; 
  

Mike Fuller 

53 Bremner Street 

Fairfield 

Dunedin 9018 

Ph: 03 488 4150 / 027 471 1320 

Email:mike.tracey@clear.net.nz 


